
Changes to the programme, cancellation by the professionnel

Changes to the programme may occur because of bad weather or of
unfavorable conditions. In this case there will be no compensation.

N. B : If however the professional cancels before the start without any

replacement or alternative, the full fee will be reimboursed.

CONDITIONS OF SALE SKI / MOUNTAIN
General conditions

As soon as a booking is made for either skiing or mountaineering, please give the maximum information for each client either by internet (contact at

www. alpesetatmospheres.com) or by telephone. An insufficient level could lead to the days activity being abandonned or could compromise the

safety of the group. In this case there will be no reimbursement. This also applies if somebody decides not to continue.

Our clients are advised to follow carefully the instructions and advice given. Each person making dangerous personal decisions or choices not ratified

by the professional responsible for the group, does so at their own risk. For further details see Technical advice under « Your Guide » on the web site.

Insurance

Each person must have civil liability and rescue insurance suitable for the activities undertaken.

Rates

The price includes your guiding and provision of any group equipment.

The price does not include ( except where indicated) personal equipment, insurance, transport, refuge charges and sundry charges.

The group is responsible for costs of transport, board and lodging for the guide.

The prices are base either on an hourly rate, a daily rate or the price for a particular route. A per person price is possible for certain activites.

The price takes into account the following unknowns

1 An uncompleted route could result in a minimum of a half days compensation

2 A late return could result in a minimum of a half days compensation

2 An increase in rates could arise for an activity requiring long distance travel.

The Home and Guide concept gives certain specific advantages. See web site or ask for details.

Bookings

A booking is not confirmed until a booking form and a deposit is received. The deposit is calculated as 30% of the daily charge multiplied by the

number of days booked. The balance is due at the start of the activities.

For ski lessons, 50% deposit is required. Ski lessons take place whatever the weather conditions, except in very poor conditions. This will be decided

only by the professional.

Cancellations

You cancel

60 days before 25% of the deposit is retained

between 30 and 60 days 50% of the deposit is retained

under 30 days 100% of the deposit is retend

RESERVATION
Name, address, telephone, e.mail (for Home&Guide formula just your Name and first name)

Number of people ……………….. Number of days………………………………………………….… Dates ………………………………………..................

………………………………………........................................................................................................................................................................................

MOUNTAIN activities or ………………………………………................................................................................................... Price ………................€

alpinism courses ………………………………………............................................................................................................. Price ………………. …€

Total ……….......…..... €

SKI formula………………………………………..................................................... or total hours number…………………. Total …………………. €

Enclosed is the deposit (30% for guided activites x number of day or 50% of total price for ski lessons)

Acknow ledgement of receipt of payment will be sent by e.mail.

I have read and accept the booking conditions, date …….…………………………........ Signed (ad « Read and approved »)
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